**MORE CAMP**

**SESSION 5: THE BIG SESSION 18 DAYS OF SUMMER CAMP!**

Cooperating Agencies: Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey, U.S. Department of Agriculture, and Boards of County Commissioners. Rutgers Cooperative Extension, a unit of the Rutgers New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station, is an equal opportunity program provider and employer.
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**A Different Pace**

We always say we jam a summer of fun into our 6-day Camp sessions, and we jam even more fun into our new 18-Day S'moregasbord (and still have a little bit more time to breathe)! There will be some more down-time between activities, some more SLEEP time, and some more time just to enjoy living the Camp lifestyle in our 108 acres of Stokes Forest.

**More Time for Community**

Our longer session allows even more opportunities for bonding between cabin mates and leisurely lakeside conversations with new friends. We always say "there's no strangers at 4-H Camp", and the whole community gets to know each other better than ever during our new "Big" session.

**Laundry**

Campers will still pack a little over a week's worth of clothes to outfit them all the way until LAUNDRY DAY! Half-way through the stay we'll ship off our campers laundry to come back nice and clean for the second half of their stay. (But don't worry - come Pick-Up time, the dirty clothes will almost certainly still smell "like camp.")

**A Different Pace**

**NEW BIG CLASSES**

- 20 Hours of Lessons
- All Themed Activities from the Previous 4 Sessions
- Brand-New Stuff We've Never Had Time For Before

**Laundry Service Provided Mid-Session**